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<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Original language</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>07/10/2023</td>
<td>Revital Gottlieb</td>
<td>Member of the Israeli Knesset (Likud)</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian harm / collective punishment</td>
<td>Bring down buildings! Bomb without distinction! Stop with this impotence. You have ability. There is worthwhile legitimacy! Flatten Gaza. Without mercy! This time, there is no room for mercy!</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://twitter.com/RevitalG/status/171243094886917661">https://twitter.com/RevitalG/status/171243094886917661</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"We must not show mercy to cruel people, there is no place for any humanitarian gestures – we must erase the memory of Amalek (biblical tribe hostile to the Israelites)." 

If the goal of this operation is not destruction, occupation, deportation and settlement, we have done nothing. In the end, the whole country will be "[Oublit] Be'ren". 

A leadership that has mercy on monsters who massacred us is not worthy of leadership. A ceasefire for several hours is surrender, it is weakness, humiliation… Without crushing Hamas and razing Gaza, we will not have the right to exist.

The spirit of Oslo is still here. And if we don’t get rid of it… we will lose again. With Naomi and their assistants, you don’t talk. You extort evil from the world. Do you want your pop. [in Gaza] to drip? Release the hostages. Now.

Noam Revital: Hamas is covered in blood, and remember, in this very same time, the social services, the police, the army, are in fact innocent women and children, with more than 5,000 children barbarically killed, and thousands of women, youth, journalists and medical staff, and thousands unaccounted for under the rubble.

"That the beach of Gaza will be the blood of terrorists and I am not ashamed to say that"

We cannot go back to the same conception… we need to exact a territorial price from them, as we did in 1948, in order to obtain intelligence.

There should be 2 goals for this victory: 1. There is no more Muslim land in the Land of Israel… After we make it the land of IL, Gaza should be left as a monument, like Sodom…

"Disagreement in the cabinet over humanitarian aid… Netanyah: It serves the goals of the war in Gaza" 

"We must not show mercy to cruel people, there is no place for any humanitarian gestures – we must erase the memory of Amalek (biblical tribe hostile to the Israelites)." 

It is not Hamas that should be eliminated. Gaza should be razed and Israel’s rule should be restored. This is our country.

A leader has mercy on monsters who massacred us is not worthy of leadership. A ceasefire for several hours is surrender, it is weakness, humiliation… Without crushing Hamas and razing Gaza, we will not have the right to exist.

The spirit of Oslo is still here. And if we don’t get rid of it… we will lose again. With Naomi and their assistants, you don’t talk. You extort evil from the world. Do you want your pop. [in Gaza] to drip? Release the hostages. Now.

The complete destruction (the same term could be used for “cleaning”) of the Hamas will happen in our own way. (letter note: as a response to international pressure regarding the number of civilians harmed). The patents on channel 13 episode posted October 21, 2023 [32:32-32:37] minutes approx.

The majority of the 300,000 Gazans were terrorists. [...] Good robins. The majority are in fact innocent women and children, with more than 5,000 children barbarically killed, and thousands of women, youth, journalists and medical staff, and thousands unaccounted for under the rubble.

"That the beach of Gaza will be the blood of terrorists and I am not ashamed to say that"

We cannot go back to the same conception… we need to exact a territorial price from them (Hamas), including returning Jewish settlements at least to the north of the Gaza Strip.

As long as Hamas does not release the hostages it is holding - the only thing that needs to enter Gaza is hundreds of tons of explosives by the Air Force, and not an ounce of humanitarian aid.

There should be 2 goals for this victory: 1. There is no more Muslim land in the Land of Israel… After we make it the land of IL, Gaza should be left as a monument, like Sodom…

It is not Hamas that should be eliminated. Gaza should be razed and Israel’s rule should be restored. This is our country.

A leader has mercy on monsters who massacred us is not worthy of leadership. A ceasefire for several hours is surrender, it is weakness, humiliation… Without crushing Hamas and razing Gaza, we will not have the right to exist.

The spirit of Oslo is still here. And if we don’t get rid of it… we will lose again. With Naomi and their assistants, you don’t talk. You extort evil from the world. Do you want your pop. [in Gaza] to drip? Release the hostages. Now.
"Iranian genocide of Palestinians have been" Nissim Vaturi 13/11/2023

1. "The war will never end if we don't expel them all." Bezalel Smotrich 14/11/2023

2. "One of the options is to drop an atomic bomb on Gaza. I pray & hope for their hostages." Eilon Davidi 13/11/2023

3. "There has to be occupation here. Every time our enemies lost territory, they lost the war. We need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I'm not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush Katif." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

4. "I don't see a big difference between Hamas and the Palestinian Authority. The Arabs are the same Arabs." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

5. "This is Gaza's Nakba 2023" Amichai Eliyahu 13/11/2023

6. "We live in the State of Israel which is surrounded by enemies and we need to teach them a lesson, destroy them. These are animals, monsters." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

7. "A return to Jewish settlement in the northern Gaza Strip is a correct and logical option. LINK TO POST SCREENSHOT:" Avi Dichter 11/11/2023

8. "This municipality of Sderot held a Shabbat reception for the residents: "Destroy the enemies, "Avi Dichter 11/11/2023

9. "We need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I'm not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush Katif." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

10. "There has to be occupation here. Every time our enemies lost territory, they lost the war. We need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I'm not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush Katif." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

11. "This is Gaza's Nakba 2023" Amichai Eliyahu 13/11/2023

12. "We live in the State of Israel which is surrounded by enemies and we need to teach them a lesson, destroy them. These are animals, monsters." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

13. "A return to Jewish settlement in the northern Gaza Strip is a correct and logical option. LINK TO POST SCREENSHOT:" Avi Dichter 11/11/2023

14. "This municipality of Sderot held a Shabbat reception for the residents: "Destroy the enemies, "Avi Dichter 11/11/2023

15. "We need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I'm not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush Katif." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

16. "There has to be occupation here. Every time our enemies lost territory, they lost the war. We need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I'm not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush Katif." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

17. "This is Gaza's Nakba 2023" Amichai Eliyahu 13/11/2023

18. "We live in the State of Israel which is surrounded by enemies and we need to teach them a lesson, destroy them. These are animals, monsters." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

19. "A return to Jewish settlement in the northern Gaza Strip is a correct and logical option. LINK TO POST SCREENSHOT:" Avi Dichter 11/11/2023

20. "This municipality of Sderot held a Shabbat reception for the residents: "Destroy the enemies, "Avi Dichter 11/11/2023

21. "We need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I'm not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush Katif." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

22. "There has to be occupation here. Every time our enemies lost territory, they lost the war. We need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I'm not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush Katif." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

23. "This is Gaza's Nakba 2023" Amichai Eliyahu 13/11/2023

24. "We live in the State of Israel which is surrounded by enemies and we need to teach them a lesson, destroy them. These are animals, monsters." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

25. "A return to Jewish settlement in the northern Gaza Strip is a correct and logical option. LINK TO POST SCREENSHOT:" Avi Dichter 11/11/2023

26. "This municipality of Sderot held a Shabbat reception for the residents: "Destroy the enemies, "Avi Dichter 11/11/2023

27. "We need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I'm not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush Katif." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

28. "There has to be occupation here. Every time our enemies lost territory, they lost the war. We need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I'm not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush Katif." Bezalel Smotrich 11/11/2023

29. "This is Gaza's Nakba 2023" Amichai Eliyahu 13/11/2023
55 14/11/2023 Itamar Ben Gvir Minister of National Security torture / civilian harm / genocidal intent / civilian harm / forced displacement "Hebrew Minister ofInter has announced that he initiated a process to revolve residence status from 2 Jerusalem Palestinians (whom he demagogically terms "Hamas terrorist Nazis"). This based on this law allowing revocation for "breach of allegiance to the state of Israel."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/173641295230970000

56 16/11/2023 Moshe Arbel Interior Minister collective punishment "In 1887, we held them by force. This mistake must not be repeated. As a democratic state, we must allow them to go to other countries, far from here. Mandatory transfers," forced displacement. https://twitter.com/MosheArbel/status/9900000

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

57 16/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi Deputy Speaker of the Knesset (Likud) "All this is not the situation with or without there is interest in Gaza shows that we have learned nothing. We are too humane. Burn Gaza no more!" collective punishment https://twitter.com/MosheArbel/status/9900000

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

58 17/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi Deputy Speaker of the Israeli Parliament (Likud) "Israel's Minister of Communications calls on the IDF to cut off the foreheads of Hamas fighters in revenge, as David did with the Philistines in the Torah as "revenge." Let to tweet screenshot: https://twitter.com/MosheArbel/status/9900000

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

59 17/11/2023 Shlomo Kafi Minister of Communications torture "All this attention to whether there is interest in Gaza or not shows that we have learned nothing. We are too humane. Burn Gaza now, no more!"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

60 17/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi Deputy Speaker of the Knesset (Likud) civil harm / collective punishment "All this is not the situation with or without there is interest in Gaza shows that we have learned nothing. We are too humane. Burn Gaza now, no more!"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

61 19/11/2023 Basal Smotrich Minister of Finance genocide / civil harm / collective punishment "Regarding 1bana's article: 'lagna with every word.'"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/BezalelShou/status/1736412954700

62 20/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi Deputy Speaker of the Knesset (Likud) civil harm / genocide After tweeting "Burn Gaza no more!", Vaturi in a comment to the tweet: "I said burn Gaza, why should we be ashamed? Are there criminals in Gaza? Suddenly they put fuel in the Gaza Strip, they murdured children, why should we put up with something like this? What's left in Gaza? Terrorists, Hamas, and the damned terrorists who hold children captive."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

63 20/11/2023 Itamar Ben Gvir Minister of National Security genocide / collective punishment "I want the possibility to behead head after head, head after head of the Nukhba."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

64 21/11/2023 Shlomo Kafi Minister of Communications torture "Our fighters, who went to war... for revenge for the terrible massacre carried out by the terrorist... will return to peace with the hostages, only after they have cut off the foreheads of all those accused," torture / civilian harm / forced displacement. "SCHREENDSHOTS:"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

65 21/11/2023 Limor Son Har- Menoch Member of the Israeli Knesset (Dias Yehudith) forced displacement During a conference for the re-settlement of Gaza on November 22nd: "There is no other way than to control the whole of Gaza, Full control that will include full flushing settlement in all of the strip. Not like the Gush Katif settlements that focused on small areas - but settlements in all of the strip - width and length."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

66 24/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi Deputy Speaker of the Knesset (Likud) civil harm In a tweet posted on november 24, the deputy speaker of the parliament tweets: "you need to to change this, Elor was right" meaning public opinion on Azaria should change as he was right to do what he did. [another tweet: Elor Azaria a soldier convicted of manslaughter and later released following his murder of a Palestinian youth that he neutralized and later deliberately shot in head post-neutralization - execution style. read: https://www.btitreel.org/video/20160324_soldier_executes_palestinian_attacker_in_hebron"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

67 25/11/2023 Tally Gottlieb Member of the Israeli Knesset (Likud) genocide / collective punishment "At this very moment, aid trucks continue to enter the Gaza Strip enough! How long will we do what we did, how our hands and endure the shame? That's not how you defeat terrorism - stop everything immediately bring back a total blockade. Return instructions to open fire in the north of the strip. Not like the Gush Katif settlements that focused on small areas - but settlements in all of the strip - width and length." link to tweet: https://twitter.com/MosheArbel/status/9900000

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

68 27/11/2023 Tally Gottlieb Member of the Israeli Knesset (Likud) genocide / civil harm / forced displacement "We are too humanitarian. Burn Gaza now, no more!"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

69 27/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi Deputy Speaker of the Knesset (Likud) genocide / civil harm / death / destruction "In an interview to the knesset channel, "We speak intelligently, like Eastern Europe, like nice Europeans with less."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

70 30/11/2023 Itamar Ben Gvir Minister of National Security genocide / collective punishment "There are no innocent people in the Gaza Strip."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

71 01/12/2023 Minae Saed Member of the Israeli Knesset (Likud) torture / civilian harm / forced displacement "I'm an interview on pro-netanyahu Channel 14, Saeda said that even in the Kibbutzim they say, 'destroy them.' My friends at the prosecutor's office, who fought with me on political matters, in debates, tell me, 'Moshe, it is clear that all the Gazans need to be destroyed,' and these are statements I have never heard."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700

72 07/12/2023 Itamar Ben Gvir Minister of National Security genocide / collective punishment "Let it be clear, when they say that Hamas has to be eliminated, it also means those who celebrate, those who support, and those who give away candy, all of those are terrorists. And they also need to be eliminated!"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KehutHaShou/status/1736412954700